
INDIAN OCEAN
ROW 2023

WESTERN AUSTRALIA TO MAURITIUS FOR PARKINSON'S DISEASE  



ABOUT THE ROW 

The team of 4 will set off from Western

Australia, using only the power of their muscle

and mind will row from Western Australia to

Port Louis, Mauritius. There will be no support

for the team on the crossing.

More people have been in outer space than

have successfully rowed across the Indian

Ocean.  The Indian Ocean is one of the

toughest Ocean rowing routes, faced with big

seas, wild weather, and inconsistent currents,

this crossing could take the team between 70

and 90 days rowing 2 hours on 2 hours off,

although noting this the team will attempt to

break the record for the fastest crossing,

currently standing at 68 days. 

 



The Boat
It’s 29ft long, a little under 6ft wide and will be the crews life support system for the time that they are on the water. 

From the second the crews push off until they next set foot on dry land, the boat will be everything to them. They will either be on deck rowing

or they will be in the tiny cabin at the back of the boat which is about two thirds the size of a double bed. 

Inside this they will rest, cook, eat, sleep navigate, communicate with the outside world and each other, patch up any injuries, write blogs and

film vlogs, carry out any equipment repairs…in fact the only thing that they won’t be doing is in the cabin is going to the toilet. This is an alfresco

affair that bears a striking resemblance to a bucket on deck because it is a bucket on deck. Lovely when it’s sunny and calm but try to imagine

yourself balanced atop said bucket when there are howling winds and towering waves crashing on deck… 
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Chris, a former Royal Marine

Commando, spent most of his

career in the Royal Marines in

small boat operations globally.  

 

Chris has previously rowed the

Atlantic Ocean with his Brother

in 2011 after finding out a close

relative had been diagnosed

with Parkinson's disease.  He

works in Submarine Rescue for

the Australian Navy and has

spent many years at sea.  Chris

maintains his fitness by playing

rugby, diving, rowing and going

to the gym.

 

Billy, a former Firefighter, has

successfully rowed the Pacific,

Indian and the Atlantic Ocean

(twice) as well as sailing from

Australia to the UK when he

was just 17.  After an old school

friend was diagnosed with

Parkinson's disease (PD) at 36,

Billy began raising awareness of

PD and has taken  people living

with condition as part of the

crew across the Indian and one

Atlantic crossing to collect

research data into the effects of

exercise and diet as a way to

help manage some of the

symptoms of Parkinson's.

Ben is a Rope access

technician and carpenter by

trade, skills that will come in

handy on the row! 

 

He started sailing in 2015 and

hasn't looked back, racing in 6

Sydney to Hobart’s, a Sydney to

Noumea and an Antigua race

week to name a few of his

offshore adventures. Ben

maintains his fitness and is

turbo excited about doing the

row!  Ben is keen to support the

cause and raise awareness of

Parkinson’s disease.

Position currently vacant - Get

in touch to get onboard and

join the row! 



Why Support Us?
is a progressive, degenerative neurological condition that affects a person’s control of their body movements. In Australia, it affects

100,000 people with 38 people being diagnosed every day. The disease affects individuals in different ways, with many suffering a

range of symptoms from non-motor symptoms such as sleep disturbance, constipation and loss of sense of smell which can pre-

date the motor symptoms, such as a tremor, slowness of movement or rigidity, by up to a decade.

Parkinson’s results from the loss of cells in various parts of the brain, including a region called the substantia nigra. When

dopamine production is depleted, the motor system nerves are unable to control movement and coordination. The dopamine

producing cells are lost over a period of years and the motor type symptoms such as tremor, rigidity etc. will start to appear.

Parkinson’s is the second most common neurological disease in Australia after dementia. The disease affects an estimated 10

million individuals worldwide – 100,000 in Australia. 38 Aussies are diagnosed with the disease every day.

20% of sufferers are under 50 years old and 10% are diagnosed before the age of 40. The number of people with Parkinson’s has

increased by 17% in the last six years For comparison purposes, the prevalence of Parkinson’s is greater than prostate, bowel and

many other forms of cancer and the total number of Parkinson’s sufferers is 4 times the number of people suffering with MS. The

team will also be undertaking research with the Perron Institute and the Oxford Brookes University.  Funds raised are support

research into Parkinson's Disease. 

Parkinson's Disease



In the UK Suicide is the leading cause of death for men under 50 (Source NHS). Think about that. More lives are taken by their own hand

than are lost to cancer, heart disease or road traffic accidents.

3 million Australians are living with mental health issues. Being able to effectively manage symptoms leads to significant improvements in

your quality of life, increases your capacity to support your family and your mates, and lets you perform at your best.

We will be using the row as a platform to raise awareness of mental health issues and to break down the stigma attached to mental health,

encouraging others to talk about their experiences and reach out for support.

It is estimated that by 2050 the ratio of plastic to fish by weight will be 1:1. That’s one tonne of plastic for every 1 tonne of fish. 

Indi row 23 is partnered with Plymouth marine laboratory and the University of Western Australia. We will be gathering research data

during our crossing by collecting water samples and taking photographs of the ocean surface every 5 seconds. A.I. will then be used to

identify the amount and types of plastics we encounter to give both organisations a better understanding of the problems that we are

facing today to provide a holistic approach to a solution.

Help to inspire the next generation of adventures to push their limits and explore the world. 

During the row we will engage school children to learn about the causes we are supporting, the oceans, our journey and to demonstrate

what can be accomplished through dedication and teamwork. We will achieve this through live video chats with kids directly in their

classrooms and they can follow our journey via a live tracker app that is free to download and not only gives our location (updated every 4

hours) but also information about the weather, currents and swell where we are.

SCHOOLS ENGAGEMENT 

OCEAN RESEARCH

MENS MENTAL HEALTH



The media attention, logo on the boat and website, mentions

on social media…

And all the things that people usually put in sponsorship packs. While we can offer all of that (Our last row across the Indian Ocean in

2018 reached an audience of over over 27 million people through TV (Sky News UK and Australia, BBC Breakfast News, Channel 7

and Channel 10) Radio (ABC News and others) and print publications in both Australia and the UK as well as a hugely successful

social media campaign) our hope is that you, or your company, will choose to come on board not only because you see a good ROI

but because you can also see all the positives for others that can be achieved through this challenge and that everything else on top is

just a bonus.

It’s great for employees too. In the past we have seen that when a company becomes a sponsor the employees take ownership of the

challenge and feel like they have become part of the extended team. They can interact with all the various social media platforms and

it creates a great “team building” environment especially if in house fundraising events are held.

 

MEDIA COVERAGE 
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Title Sponsorship
$35K

The Title Sponsor will have all the benefits of Gold plus: 

• Full branding rights for the row, including: 

• Boat name to change to company name 

• Challenge name to change to company name 

• Boat branding, including prime positioning of logo on exterior and

interior of boat 

• Boat to change to organization's brand colours 

• Organizations logo to feature on ALL team attire worn pre, during

and post row 

PR and promotional partner - involvement in press

releases, press and launch events, photography, media

interviews and all promotional materials 

 Media access – full access to live streaming and chats,

photos and video footage - Product showcase – use of

organization's products/services by crew and in boat 

Access to crew – crew available pre, during (via satellite)

and post row to talk to employees/speak at corporate or

team-building events 

Access to location mapping – office map in reception can

pinpoint where crew are on any given day - Flag to mark

end of row 

Crew to hold flag aloft to signal end of the row. Flag will

bear the logo/tag of the lead sponsor



Our Sponsors



+61 499 332 262

info@visionropeaccess.com

Ben Mann 

Contact
Us

+61 448 971 361

Chris@brainwavesau.com

+44 7917 412 805

billy@monkeyfistadventures.com

Chris Cleghorn

Billy Taylor 

www.ior23.com 
@IOR23 


